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PROBLEM DEFINITION
Approximately 55% of the U.S. adult population does not have a will. (LexisNexis) What does that
really mean?
–
–
–
–

For these 133,358,951 people, there is no guarantee of who will inherit their assets.
The assets of these 133,358,951 people will go into a costly, slow-moving probate process –
diminishing the value of the estate and having a negative financial impact on loved ones who
are most affected by their death.
These 133,358,951 people can’t select guardians, if applicable, for their minor children.
Gifts these 133,358,951 people intended to leave to certain individuals most likely will not
make their way to the intended recipients, and may have to be sold to facilitate an even split
of assets based on undirected distribution by the courts.

133,358,951 people are depending on the government to decide the
economic fate of their family and loved ones.
A lack of financial preparedness for death has far-reaching, non-monetary implications as well. Yet
this fact hasn’t motivated the majority of the adult population to take action. People report many
reasons for not doing so; however, there is some consistency in the excuses: Simply not thinking they
need a will if they having limited assets (40%), no children (40%) or aren’t married (36%) is the
dominating theme. (Remerge “Creating a Will” survey of 405 adults aged 18-60). Further, one-third of
people with no will reported they had never thought about it. Among those who have started to create
a will, but have not finished, 60% have found it to be time consuming, complicated and tedious.
(“Creating a Will” survey)
How might we lessen the impact of being financially unprepared for death? By delivering a readilyavailable, web-based, streamlined, low-cost will-initiation solution through trusted credit union
relationships and supported by a robust, ongoing educational/promotional campaign.
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INNOVATIVE SOLUTION
Will be Done is designed to increase interest in and follow through on will creation. It is an
accessible, web-based, streamlined, low-cost will-preparation solution supported by a robust, ongoing
educational/promotional campaign and delivered directly through a members’ online banking
application.
Numerous, inexpensive online will preparation tools exist today, but despite this fact, 55% of the U.S.
adult population still does not have a will – suggesting a significant gap between current solutions and
the underlying need. Team Remerge dug deep to identify the root causes of that gap, and Will be
Done addresses them all.
Will be Done is offered to credit union members when they are already online taking care of their
routine financial business – via home banking. It is presented as a simple process of answering a
series of questions, delivered conversationally by “Will” – a friendly, helpful avatar whose presence
personalizes the experience and emphasizes the credit union’s desire to look out for their members’
best interests.
Will be Done’s online banking integration highlights the existing relationship between member and
credit union (as well as providing additional convenience) by allowing the program to pre-fill certain
known information. Further, members can start and stop the conversation with Will at their own pace,
checking back in to answer a few more questions each time they log into home banking – or they can
choose to complete the entire process at once, in as little as five minutes.
Among other distinguishing characteristics, Will be Done stops short of delivering a ready to execute
will, which could be viewed as a shortcoming when compared to other providers; however, this
limitation is intentional, as Team Remerge does not believe that a machine-generated “will” bundled
with pages of disclaimers serves the best interests of the individual consumer. Instead, after
collecting user information, Will be Done presents the user with two options:
–

–

Option 1: Send the draft document to one of a network of trusted attorneys for a quality
review, available for a very low, pre-negotiated cost (suggested $99). In most cases, users
choosing this option will receive an electronic, executable will within 72 hours, and benefit
from the peace of mind of having an expert examine the document. If the attorney review
uncovers issues that need to be addressed through consultation and/or additional estate
planning, the user can opt to take those steps with the network attorney at a significantly
discounted rate (negotiated by the credit union).
Option 2: Print a record of responses to bring to a meeting with any attorney. This service is
free of charge, yet provides a great deal of member value because going through the Will be
Done process will prepare users to take the final steps for completing a will by helping them
collect the information, think about their final wishes and understand the ramifications of their
decisions. No matter how the member uses the tool, Will be Done overcomes preconceived
ideas about the complexity, expense and need for a will. Will be Done lives up to its name.

Credit unions can benefit from offering Will be Done through improved member engagement and
potential fee income. Credit unions also could explore an opportunity to leverage this service to retain
generational wealth transfers by creating a product designed to facilitate the transition of funds as
outlined in member wills.
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PROTOTYPE
Team Remerge created a website interface that mimics the proposed functionality and flow of Will be
Done, but for the sake of simplicity, the prototype does not appear to be embedded within online
banking. A stand-alone version should be made available for credit unions that do not wish to
integrate the tool into their banking solution.

In the prototype, questions are presented individually, with informal – often amusing – language, to
support the impression of a conversation, rather than the drudgery of completing a form. Testers
were provided a bio for a fictional person to use for completing the exercise, and asked to talk about
the interface and the experience throughout the process.
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Questions flow logically
based on the responses
provided by the user,
supported by a fullyvetted decision-tree that
makes complicated “ifthen” considerations
seem simple.
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At the conclusion of the exercise, testers were asked to respond to a set of questions:
1. How much would you be willing to pay for this will creation service (Will be Done), including
having a qualified attorney review/quality check your document prior to execution?
2. Do you know any companies or websites that provide a similar service? If so, explain how
Will be Done compares.
3. Would you be more likely to create a will using this program if it resided inside your financial
institution's online banking platform? If so, why? Convenience? Security? Established
relationship? Trust?
4. Would you be more likely to use a service such as Will be Done if you could complete it
gradually, as time permits, instead of needing to have all the answers initially?
5. Does a process such as this one (features include: online interface, a flat fee significantly
below the cost of working with an attorney, accessible through online banking, the ability to
complete gradually, tips to help you with your answers) resolve the reason(s) that you
personally do not have a will? Why or why not? Which of these features is most important to
you?
6. Would offering a solution such as Will Be Done have a positive impact on your relationship
with your financial institution? Why or why not?
7. On a scale of 1-10, how likely are you to recommend Will be Done to a friend or colleague?
8. Overall what did you like the most about the Will be Done site? The least?
To view the prototype, visit: https://makeyourwill.typeform.com/to/Djo9tZ
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TESTING AND RESULTS
Team Remerge engaged in two types of testing – a preliminary survey and an online prototype
testing exercise.
Using SurveyMonkey, 405 adult consumers that do not have a will provided feedback about the
reasons why they haven’t created one and what might encourage them to do so (Full Survey Results
Appendix I). The results suggested a good deal of variability on both fronts. However, one theme
emerged: many people don’t believe they need one because they don’t have much in the way of
assets, aren’t married or don’t have any children. Team Remerge suggests that Will be Done include
a robust marketing and educational campaign to reach prospective users, which will be further
bolstered by one of the program’s differentiating features: integration with online banking.
Through strategic navigation that creates a streamlined, yet thorough, experience, Will be Done also
addresses the issues reported by those who have started, but not finished, the will-creation process,
which were that doing so was time-consuming, complicated and tedious.
Team Remerge tested the prototype webpage through a service called usertesting.com. Using
supplied demographic criteria, the vendor recruited five testers, each of whom used the site and
answered a series of questions. The end product is a series of 20-minute videos where it is possible
to watch users interact with the site while listening to their commentary throughout the process. In
addition to presenting opportunities to improve wording and flow, the user testing process created
numerous useful insights:
–

Users want to see pricing and details for the offering up front. In the prototype, only a general
overview was offered initially, with specifics about the two “product” offerings and pricing
being presented after completion of the question/answer segment.

–

Testers believed the service to be especially appropriate for “people their age” who do
everything online. Tester bios reveal that all users were between the ages of 27-33
(millennials). This insight will influence target marketing strategy.

–

Users reacted favorably to the idea of integrating the will-creation process into online banking
because it eliminates the necessity of vetting a third party vendor. The majority of users
indicated that they do trust their financial institutions.

–

Users expressed approval for the appearance, simplicity and intuitiveness of the interface as
well as the humorous tone.

–

With one exception, the users indicated they would be very likely to create a will with a
service such as Will be Done should it become available (The exception did not believe she
had sufficient assets to create a will, despite being married with a child).

Recorded user testing session can be made available upon request.
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BUSINESS MODEL AND 3-YEAR FINANCIAL PROFORMA
Will be Done presents an opportunity to engage with members to fulfill an important financial need
and earn fee income – with very little upfront investment on the part of the credit union. The project
can be funded in a variety of ways: through a CUSO, by an individual credit union or by a system
partner. For the sake of the pro forma financials provided here it is assumed that a single entity will
invest in the program start up, providing ongoing support, and make the service available to credit
unions through a combined subscription/per-user fee model. Further, credit unions will have the
option to choose a fully integrated or stand-alone version, which will impact short-term profitability.
The goal of Will be Done is not direct income-generation, but rather, to improve engagement in a
manner that influences its users to choose their credit union for assistance with future financial needs;
however, credit unions can engage in referral arrangements with a network of local attorneys, which
has the potential to generate meaningful referral income. The tables below present the pricing model
and projections.
Sponsoring Entity Pro Forma:

Revenues
1,000
Year 1

Number of Wills:
Participating CU Subscription Fee1
Participating User Fees

2

Participating CU Per User Fee3
Total Revenues

7,500
Year 2

20,000
Year 3

$5,000.00

$25,000.00

$50,000.00

$2,000.00

$15,000.00

$40,000.00

$99,000.00
$106,000.00

$742,500.00
$782,500.00

$1,980,000.00
$2,070,000.00

1

Assumes 10 credit union subscribers in year one; 50 subscribers in year two; 100 subscribers in
year three. Subscription fee is $500/year.
2
Assumes 1,000 users in year one; 7,500 in year two; 20,000 in year three. Fee is $2 per user.
3
Assumes average usage of 100; 150; 200 per subscribing credit union in years one, two and three,
respectively. Fee is $99.
Expenses
Start Up Amortization (detail below)

Year 1
$20,333.33

Year 2
$20,333.33

Year 3
$20,333.33

Overhead Support/Administration4
Hosting
Content Updates & Maintenance

$75,000.00
$1,500.00
$5,000.00

$90,000.00
$2,500.00
$5,000.00

$120,000.00
$4,000.00
$5,000.00

Marketing (to CUs)

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

5

$74,250.00

$556,875.00

$1,485,000.00

6

$18,562.50
$199,645.83

$139,218.75
$818,927.08

$371,250.00
$2,010,583.33

Application Fees Paid to Attorney
Fee Rebates Paid to Credit Union
Total Expenses

3
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Net Income (Loss)
$(93,645.83)
$(36,427.08)
$59,416.67
Assumes entity would allocate part of existing FTEs to oversee start up activities, ongoing
promotional activities, site maintenance, collections, remittances, etc. Expenses increases in
subsequent years for salary raise and additional administrative/accounting support.
5
75% of user fees paid to attorneys performing reviews.
6
75% of net usage fee paid to credit unions.
4

Start Up Cost Detail
Website & API Development

$30,000

Legal Consultation -- Software
Legal Consultation -- Contracts, etc.
Trademark Registration

$5,000
$2,500
$3,500

Marketing Kit (for end users)7

$20,000

Total Start Up Costs

$61,000

7

Marketing kit to include professionally created templates for print and digital collateral/content;
cost to customize and produce will be responsibility of the credit union.

Example Credit Union Pro Forma:

Revenues:
# Wills
Fee Rebates
Total Revenues

100
Year 1
$5,568.75
$5,568.75

150
Year 2
$8,353.13
$8,353.13

200
Year 3
$11,137.50
$11,137.50

Expenses:
Amortization of Start Up8
Subscription Fee
Applicant Fees
Marketing (primarily digital)
Total Expenses

$5,000.00
$500.00
$200.00
$2,500.00
$8,200.00

$5,000.00
$500.00
$300.00
$2,500.00
$8,300.00

$5,000.00
$500.00
$400.00
$2,500.00
$8,400.00

Net Income (Loss):

$(2,631.25)

$53.13

$2,737.50

8

Integration into online banking is estimated to cost $15,000. Credit unions that don't integrate Will
be Done into home banking will not incur this cost, in which case it is possible to realize a small
profit in the first year of use, assuming the credit union can drive adoption effectively without the
benefits of integration.
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COMMENTS, NEXT STEPS, AND CALL TO ACTION
Will be Done reimagines online will creation that credit unions can use to increase engagement, help
solve an important member need, and generate fee income. In order to bring the vision to life, it will
be necessary to raise $61,000 for technology development, legal counsel, marketing materials and
ancillary expenses as outlined in the financial pro forma. This investment amount should be
manageable for a single credit union to pursue the project on their own, but to build scale and
maximize impact it is recommended that a sponsoring entity – one that already exists or is formed by
interested parties – collaborate on both the monetary investment and next steps, which include
identifying and working with a software development company, legal counsel and a professional
marketing firm.
–

Code development will include transferring the Typeform-based prototype into a fullyfunctioning website and building the API for credit unions to use for home banking integration.
Another option would be to explore acquisition of code from an existing will-preparation
vendor to jumpstart the process.
Note: Prior to the investment stage, Remerge recommends that interested credit
unions test the product in its current state to uncover opportunities for additional
refinement. The Typeform tool used to create the prototype is highly intuitive, so
refinements at this stage should not require any professional development resources.

–

Legal counsel will be required to refine and vet the content and back-end decisioning
parameters of the will preparation service to ensure the end product is as comprehensive as
possible, mimicking in all material respects a will created in conjunction with an actual
attorney.

–

Marketing resources should be deployed to create a package of promotional/educational
materials for credit unions to use to launch Will be Done and generate ongoing awareness.
Research strongly suggests that the low level of will preparation is driven by a lack of
awareness and consumer misperception. Overcoming these obstacles should be a key
element of the Will be Done offering. Suggested marketing components include: Web
banner ads, posters (24" x 36", 8.5" x 11", 11" x 17"), statement stuffers, direct mail, social
media graphics and posts, staff buttons, newsletter copy, web copy.

Will be Done is a simple, inexpensive yet profoundly important service that credit unions can offer
their members as part of fulfilling the “people helping people” mission that unites our movement. By
offering a tool the helps people overcome their resistance or perceived inability to create a will, credit
unions can have a tremendous impact on the financial lives of their members. Deepening
engagement in this fashion is likely to result in greater loyalty and adoption of additional credit union
services by their current members – representing tremendous efficiencies when the average cost of
acquiring a new member is $300 (The Financial Brand, “The Credit Union Cost per New Member
Performance Index). Credit unions can further leverage this opportunity to help members with their
financial planning by creating products that encourage the transfer of wealth within the credit union,
forging relationships with the next generation of credit union members.
Approximately 55% of the U.S. adult population does not have a will. Let’s work together to help them
avoid the far-reaching consequences of being financially unprepared for death.
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ABOUT FILENE
Filene Research Institute is an independent, consumer finance think and do tank. We are
dedicated to scientific and thoughtful analysis about issues affecting the future of credit
unions, retail banking, and cooperative finance.
Deeply embedded in the credit union tradition is an ongoing search for better ways to
understand and serve credit union members. Open inquiry, the free flow of ideas, and debate
are essential parts of the true democratic process. Since 1989, through Filene, leading
scholars and thinkers have analyzed managerial problems, public policy questions, and
consumer needs for the benefit of the credit union system. We support research, innovation,
and impact that enhance the well-being of consumers and assist credit unions and other
financial cooperatives in adapting to rapidly changing economic, legal, and social
environments.
We’re governed by an administrative board made up of credit union CEOs, the CEOs of
CUNA & Affiliates and CUNA Mutual Group, and the chairman of the American Association of
Credit Union Leagues (AACUL). Our research priorities are determined by a national
Research Council comprised of credit union CEOs and the president/CEO of the Credit Union
Executives Society.
We live by the famous words of our namesake, credit union and retail pioneer Edward A.
Filene: “Progress is the constant replacing of the best there is with something still better.”
Together, Filene and our thousands of supporters seek progress for credit unions by
challenging the status quo, thinking differently, looking outside, asking and answering tough
questions, and collaborating with like-minded organizations.
Filene is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. Nearly 1,000 members make our research,
innovation, and impact programs possible. Learn more at filene.org.

“Progress is the constant replacing of the best there is with something still better.”
—Edward A. Filene
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Appendix I: Remerge “Creating a Will” survey of 405 adults aged 18-60
1. Do you have a will?
Answer Options
Yes
No

Response
Percent

Response
Count

23.7%
76.3%
answered question
skipped question

96
309
405
0

2. Have you ever started the process of creating a
will?
Answer Options
Yes
No

Response
Percent

Response
Count

14.2%
85.8%
answered question
skipped question

44
265
309
96

3. Which of the available online will-creation tools
have you tried?
Answer Options

Response
Percent

Response
Count

22.7%
Legal Zoom
0.0%
Rocket Lawyer
2.3%
Nolo
2.3%
Willing
2.3%
Global Wills
0.0%
Parting Wishes
0.0%
Law Depot
61.4%
None of the above
9.1%
Other (please specify)
answered question
skipped question

10
0
1
1
1
0
0
27
4
44
361

4. Which of the following statements describe reasons you do not have a will? Check all
that apply:
Answer Options
I do not have enough money or other assets to make it worthwhile.
I am not married.
I do not have children.
I do not know who to name as guardian of my children.
My spouse doesn't want to make a will.
The process of creating a will is time consuming, complicated and/or tedious.
Creating a will is expensive.
3
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%

Respons
e Count

39.9%
35.9%
39.5%
3.9%
0.7%
32.4%
22.5%

122
110
121
12
2
99
69

33.0%
17.0%
11.4%
answered question
skipped question

I never thought about it.
I do not like thinking about my death.
Other (please specify)

101
52
35
306
99

Other (please specify)
I'm still young. Also, my parents are alive and can decide what to do with my stuff.
just haven't got around to it
I'm 22 and expect my financial situation to change so much in the next 10 years that there would be no
point.
I am lazy
I can type one myself and have it notarized
time
Haven't made time to create one
I just haven't had the time to make one
I just haven't...
I don't know how to do it, but I want to.
I think I am too young for it to be worthwhile
I don't know how
financial data need is complicated and time consuming
Neither of us is afraid of thinking about death, but since we're both young and healthy it rarely creeps up
to be an urgent matter to be dealt with. Also, our assets are pretty straight forward and nothing should
end up in probate. That will probably change when we have kids.
I haven't made time for it
no need at this time
My husband has children and we have one together and cannot agree on distribution.
I haven't thought I needed to yet
Have a " Paper will with my Ex that has not been updated
I use power of attorneys
I don't really have need for a will as I have no possessions and my children have their fathers and no one
would fight over my estate.
I feel I'm too young for a will.
haven't got around to it
I'm only 26. I have life insurance and a Roth IRA retirement fund, with my wife named as the beneficiary
of both. So as of right now I deem a will unnecessary.
apathy
just haven’t started
Just been too busy to get to it.
I'm 24 years old - too young
I have a draft that I made but I've never gotten around to make it legal or discussing it with my spouse
Pure negligence
I need to and want to I just haven't made it a priority
I know I need one just making one is difficult
I know I should have living will, but don't know how
Time factors
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5. Rank the following statements based on the
Rating
degree to which they influence the fact that you do
Average
not have a will, where 1 (one) is most influential.
I do not have enough money or other assets to make it
1.72
worthwhile.
2.65
I am not married.
2.46
I do not have children.
3.11
I do not know who to name as guardian of my children.
3.00
My spouse doesn't want to make a will.
The process of creating a will is time consuming, complicated
2.13
and/or tedious.
2.27
Creating a will is expensive.
1.83
I never thought about it.
2.63
I do not like thinking about my death.
1.26
[Insert text from Other]
answered question
skipped question
6. I would be more likely to create a will if:

Rating
Average

Response
Count
106
101
113
9
2
93
67
95
48
34
287
118
Respons
e Count

3.07
I could create a will online.
I could reduce cost by creating a will on my own, without an
3.42
attorney.
Functionality for creating a will were incorporated into an
2.92
application I already use, such as online banking.
I could create a will with the help of a trusted financial
institution that already has some personal information about
2.96
me, such as assets, marital status, etc.
I could create a will by answering a series of informal
3.01
questions online rather than completing a form.
The process includes educational information and tools along
the way to help me make decisions and include relevant
3.33
information.
I could create the will gradually, a little bit at a time, when
3.23
convenient, instead of all at once.
I could create a will to address some, but not all, components
typically covered by a will (e.g. to cover distribution of assets
2.97
but not guardianship of your children, or vice versa).
answered question
skipped question

292
292
292
292
292
292
292
292
292
113

Other (please specify)
If I had the money to pay for the service. If I had any valuable assets.
I get one of my family members, whom I trust more than banks and lawyers, to explain
it to me.
I want to make one
If I was sure that it was a credible site that allowed for it to be over viewed by someone
who handles wills for a living to ensure I am doing the best things for my family, then
having it online would be great.
I’d create a will if I had assets
someone reminded me I needed to make my will any particular weekend
I was older

612 W. Main Street Suite 105, Madison WI 53703 | 608.661.3740

7. I conduct my financial business mostly with:
Respons
e
Percent
71.1%
A bank
21.3%
A credit union
4.5%
I have no accounts with any type of financial institution
3.1%
Other (please specify)
answered question
skipped question
Answer Options

Respons
e Count
204
61
13
9
287
118

Other (please specify)
Brokerage
Prepaid cards
Financial Services Firm
A brokerage
i dont know what that means
Myself
na
Financial Services Company
My financial advisor

8. What is your age?
Answer Options
Under 18
18 - 29
30 - 44
45 - 59
60+

Response
Percent

Response
Count

0.0%
24.0%
42.4%
33.6%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question

0
92
163
129
0
384
21

Response
Percent

Response
Count

9. What is your gender?
Answer Options

57.8%
222
42.2%
162
answered question
384
skipped question
21
10. How much total combined money did all members of your HOUSEHOLD
earn last year?
Female
Male

Answer Options

Response
Percent

Response
Count

$0 to $9,999
$10,000 to $24,999
$25,000 to $49,999

5.2%
11.7%
15.1%

20
45
58
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14.1%
14.6%
10.7%
5.2%
2.3%
2.9%
3.9%
14.3%
answered question
skipped question

$50,000 to $74,999
$75,000 to $99,999
$100,000 to $124,999
$125,000 to $149,999
$150,000 to $174,999
$175,000 to $199,999
$200,000 and up
Prefer not to answer

54
56
41
20
9
11
15
55
384
21

11. US Region
Response
Percent

Answer Options

8.8%
12.7%
18.0%
10.6%
16.2%
3.2%
9.8%
6.6%
14.1%
answered question
skipped question

New England
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific

Response
Count
33
48
68
40
61
12
37
25
53
377
28

12. Device Types
Answer Options
iOS Phone / Tablet
Android Phone / Tablet
Other Phone / Tablet
Windows Desktop / Laptop
MacOS Desktop / Laptop
Other

3
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Response
Percent

Response
Count

16.9%
14.8%
0.0%
63.0%
4.7%
0.5%
answered question
skipped question

65
57
0
242
18
2
384
21

